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Toys should be safe



But are toys really safe?

• 31% of 2007 RAPEX notifications

• Self certification is often abused (CE marking),
insufficient market surveillance

• The Toys Directive and the EU/CEN standards do 
not provide the highest level of protection



What needs to be done?

• Introduce the precautionary principle

• Clarify essential safety requirements 

• Require EC-type examination for some toys

• Strengthen requirements for chemicals in toys

• Improve the requirements for warnings

• …



Toys contain many chemicals…



Heavy metals? 
Cadmium, lead?

Lead? 
Chromium?

Allergenic 
fragrances?

Phthalates?

Plasticisers? 
Phthalates?

Flame 
retardants?



What will happen when “Benny the Bear”
will enter the EU market?





Strengthening 
chemical requirements

• Ban CMR 1, 2 and 3 in all parts of toys 

• Exemptions must be subject to very strict conditions and 

for a limited period of time

• Ban all allergenic fragrances

• Introduce the comitology procedure to e.g. 

establish limit values / restrictions for other chemicals



Can warnings 
protect children?



When warnings can’t be seen…

“Attention! Ne convient pas aux 
enfants de moins de 3 ans: 

contient de petits éléments.”



When warnings can’t be read…

Ne convient pas aux enfants
de moins de 3 ans. 

Risque d’ingestion de petites parties.



Ideal warnings?
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The standard EN 71-9 

“Organical Chemical Compounds”

presupposes that a child less than three years 
cannot lift an object that weighs more than 150 

grams to its mouth. Therefore the surface of toys 
that weigh more than 150 grams intended for 
children less than three years are allowed to 

contain harmful chemicals which might be released 
when children suck or lick the toy 

As a comparison the picture shows (non toy) 
feeding baby- bottles. They are intended to be 

lifted by the baby him/herself. The bottle on the 
right is intended for a child of 12 months and above 

and can hold 250 grams of liquid. 

The bottle on the left is intended for a child of 6 
months and above and can contain 150 grams of 

liquid.

(EN 71-9 has not been referenced by the 
EU-Commission)
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